
Why Crowd funding?
Since we began in 2013, a lot has happened. Every wall, studio or working space 

has been meticulosly errected by the creatives working here. The collective 

has made every effort and exerted all its additive energies in order to create a 

comfortable organic progressive working biosphere that breeds creativity in all 

specifications of the thinkers working within. Despite our best efforts, we are 

slowly approaching our economic limitations.

We are raising funds for the following:

 - Heating and insulation (for warm feet in winter) 

 - a sanding and painting system with extraction hood (for a healthy air)

 - updated machinery (for safe working) 

 - expansion of our existing artists‘ workshops and studios 

 - job creation and employment stabilization

 - the capability of conversion of the public space for events and social functions

Why should I support KAOS?
With your support, we can continue with the construction and finishing off our 

working studios and event rooms. Thus, you extend and reinforce the creative 

zeitgeist that defines Berlin. Your support enables KAOS to continue making, 

creating, collaborating and applying art in the contemporary world. Furthermore, 

you guarantee a venue for culture, education and public events. So be part of the 

community.

How can I help?
For more information, check out : wwww.startnext.com/kaosberlin. It pays off 

to visit. Due to our diverse community of creatives, we can offer a vast range of 

goodies as a way of saying thank you.

info@kaosberlin.de  kaosberlin.de facebook.com/kaosberlin

What is KAOS?
Kreative Arbeitsgemeinschaft Oberschöneweide

KAOS / „Kreative Arbeitsgemeinschaft Oberschöneweide“ stands for cooperative 

working space Oberschöneweide. KAOS is a collaborative thinktank for young 

creatives located in the former East Berlin. The enormous waterfront red brick 

building has been converted from a 20th century electric factory. The collective 

consists of fifty different designers, artists and hand crafters with different 

specialities including; product, graphic and textile design, metalwork, masonry, 

carpentry, gold and blacksmithery, screen-printing, fine art, architecture, audio 

production, film making, traditional and digital photography and alchemy. 

THANK YOU
With regards, your KAOS Team 

CROWDFUNDING

www.startnext.com/kaosberlin


